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ABSTRACT

This study aims to clarify the matter summative validitasisi created by a professional team for the first semester of the second year in SMAN 1 Cikarang, Bekasi. The number of items as many as 44 items, 40 multiple-choice and essay 6. Forty to about 4 questions for the reading and writing problems. The method in this study using a qualitative description that describes the suitability of matter summative SMAN 1 Cikarang, Bekasi with the syllabus and indicators. With a qualitative approach, researchers collected data by requesting a booklet summative English and in the school syllabus. In addition, the researchers also conducted interviews to a team of teachers who made a summative test questions. Furthermore, the researchers analyzed the items, whether the matter has validitasisi summative. The results obtained from this study proves that the question summative English second semester of grade nine through percentage and analisisisi have validitasisi bad. In addition, about summative bahasa Inggris not in accordance with the existing indicators in the syllabus. Problem grains in a summative test contained only two skills are measured. Two skills that are reading and writing. Based comprehension ideally weight to 25% listening skills, speaking skills 25%, 25% reading skills, and writing skills 25%. Thus, it can be concluded that the results of the study skills of reading 90.91% according to the syllabus of the test means can be said to be good. Meanwhile, for the listening skills pesrentasinya only 9.01%. It shows that the test questions are weak or invalid.
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INTRODUCTION

English is an international language used by many people in many countries in the world as a purpose of communication. It is generally a goal of either oral or written communication. People use English in order to make relationship among people in different countries in the world. English language becomes the first foreign language that should be taught to English students for every level of education in Indonesia. English is taught as a compulsory subject in elementary, junior and senior high school, and as a complementary subject in university.
The purpose of teaching English in Indonesia is to develop the communication skills especially in oral and written test skills (listening, speaking, reading, and writing). To reach the purpose the instructional activities, the teacher apply evaluation to measure how far the student understand about the material. Dickin and Germaib state that evaluation is an intrinsic part of teaching and learning. It is important for the teacher because it can provide a wealth of information to use for the future direction of classroom practice fort the planning of courses, and the management of learning task and students. In doing evaluation, especially in collecting the data, the teacher can use tool on instruments. They are test or non-test.

A test is a measuring tool of students’ learning which is expected to be able for providing good information that it can be responsible. Thus, the teacher can know how far the students make progress that has been reached in learning process and to know whether teaching method is effective.

One of the forms to evaluate the student’s ability is test. There are some types of test. They are placement test, achievement test, proficiency test and aptitude test. Test is which usually used by the teacher to know how far the students have mastered the lesson is the achievement test. The achievement test is intended to establish how successful individual students group of students of the courses themselves have been in achieving objectives of language courses.
Teachers are those who know to construct a test to measure their students’ achievement and it is not an easy job. Some teachers make the test carelessly. The test that is made accordingly can help the teacher increasing the teaching-learning process. High quality test can give the information about how we’ll the students have comprehended the material, which have been taught by the teacher. By having a test, the improvement in the next lesson planning can be upgraded. So, teaching-learning process will be more effective without any overlapping. Evaluation can be done in form of test. This test can be a teacher-made test or standardized test. In the teacher-made test, the teacher who makes the test should know and master the principles and the steps that must be done in making the test. By this knowledge the teachers will get a clear figure about the general systematic framework of evaluation.

In other to measure accurately, the teachers should use a good test. It is not easy work for them to make it. There are some characteristics or requirement that must be fulfilled. Sudijono said the characteristic of a good test include validity, reliability, objectivity, and practicality.

Gronlund Norman E states that validity is the most important consideration in test evaluation. The concept refers to the appropriateness, meaning, and usefulness of specific inferences made from the score. The test validation is the process of accumulation evidence to support such inference the former types of validity (content, criterion related, and
construct) are simply considered to be convenient categories for accumulating evidence to support the validity of an interpretation.

DISCUSSION

Theoretical Review

Definition of Test

There are some definitions about test. Penny Ur (1996) said that tests are used as a mean to motivate students to learn or review specific material. It means that test is one motivation of students to learn or review material in their school. Fernandes (1984) states that a test as a systematic procedure for surveying a person’s behavior and explaining it with the aid of a numerical scale or category system.

In addition, according Linn and Gronlund (1995) test is a particular type of assessment that typically consists of a set of question administered during a fixed period of time under reasonably, comparable conditions for all students.

Therefore, it can be concluded test is the particular types of assessment to reinforce learning and to motivate students by giving a task or a set of tasks. Through a test, the teacher do not only measure and motivate the students but also improve the lesson in teaching learning process. In order to make a proper decision, the teacher needs accurate data and to gain data, so a good instrument is needed.
The Type of Test

Teacher constructs a test not only to measure how far the testers’ comprehension about the materials, but also to know in which part the testers get difficulty, to know the effectiveness of the teaching method that has been used in the class, etc. According to Wilmar Tinambunan there are two types of tests used in determining a person’s ability: aptitude test and achievement test. An aptitude test is primarily designed to predict success in some future learning activity, whereas an achievement test is designed to indicate degree of success in some past learning activity. The major purpose of testing in the classroom is to measure student achievement as an indication of progress toward educational objectives set for the students. While according to Mary and Sake, there are four basic types of language tests: achievement tests, and proficiency tests, diagnostic tests, and aptitude tests.

Achievement Test

Achievement-type or attainment tests are widely employed in language teaching just as they are in most other subjects. They are used to measure the amount and degree of control of discrete language and cultural items and of integrated language skills acquired by the student within a specific period of instruction in a specific course.

Proficiency Test

Language proficiency tests are designed to measure control of language or cultural items and communication skills already present at the time of testing, irrespective of formal
training. Such tests are generally used for specific purposes; for example, to determine selection of students for a specific program, to ascertain appropriate placement levels in courses or in advanced training programs, and to judge the examinee’s readiness to perform specific tasks in a work activity.

**Diagnostic Test**

Diagnostic language test seeks to identify the specific strengths and weaknesses of a foreign language student. It may contain the same types of test items which are used in the achievement or proficiency tests.

**Aptitude Test**

The aptitude test is conceived as a prognostic measure that indicates whether a student is likely to learn a second language readily. It is generally given before the student begins language study, and may be used to select students for a language course or to place students in section appropriate to their ability. Gronlund divided achievement test into four types of test based on each purpose; Summative test, Formative test, Diagnostic test, and Placement test.

**Summative Test**

Summative test, which designed to determine the extent to which the instructional objectives have been achieved, and the test also can be used to assign course grade for certifying student’s mastery of intended learning outcomes.
**Formative Test**

Formative test is a kind of test which is administered by teacher to know how successful the learning and teaching process in the classroom in periodical meeting. Similar with this statement, Gronlund states that a formative test is given to monitoring learning progress during instruction.

**Diagnostic Test**

Diagnostic test is used for analyzing the difficulties of the students or the strength of the students in some aspect of language at the starting or during the implementation of instruction. According to Harmer, —a diagnostic test is a test that is used to expose learners‘ difficulties during a course. Furthermore, Hughes said that —Diagnostic test is used to identify learner‘s strength and weakness.

**Placement test**

Placement test is the test that is arranged for measuring students’ ability in language and give students major in an appropriate grade of educational organization. Moreover, Gronlund defines placement tests are —pre-tests designed to measure (1) whether pupils possess the perquisite skills need to succeed in a unit or course or (2) to what extent pupils have already achieved the objectives of the planned instruction. Meanwhile, Hughes states —placement tests are intended to provide information that will help to place students at the stage of the teaching program most appropriate to their abilities.
From all those types of the test above, it can be conclude that the tests are a problem solving in the educational. The teacher or test maker can administer the test based on his or her objective. When the teacher want to determine the extent to which the instructional objectives have been achieved, she/he can use the summative test, when teacher will diagnose the students’ difficulties, she/he can use diagnostic test and when the teacher want to monitor learning progress during instruction, she/he can use the formative test, and when the teacher want to provide information that will help to place students at the stage of the teaching program most appropriate to their abilities as a problem-solving.

Validity

From the previous explanation, that one of characteristics of a good test is validity. According to Wilmar, validity refers to the extent to which the result of an evaluation procedure serve the particular uses for which they are intended if the results are to be used to describe pupil achievement. Thus, the validity of attest is the extent to which the test measure what is intended to measure.

While Heaton states, the validity of a test is the extent to which it measure what it is supposed to measure and nothing else. The statements means the validity of a test must be considered in measurement in this case there must be seen whether the test used really measures what are supposed to measure, briefly. According to Charles Alderson, there are three types of validity; rational, empirical and construct validity. Rational validation depend on a logical analysis of the test’s content to see whether the test contain a preventative
sample of therelevant language skill. Empirical validation, depend on and statistical evidence as to whether students‘ mark on the test similar to their scores on other tests, theirself - assessment or the teacher‘ rating of their ability. Construct validation refers on what the test scores actually mean.

Different statement comes from Hughes. He classifies validity into four types: content validity, face validity, construct validity, and criterion-related validity. The first content validity, Content validity is concerned with whether or not the content of the test is sufficiently and comprehensive for the test to be a valid measure of what it is supposed to measure. The objective of the course are based on the curriculum made by government, thus to know whether the test has content validity the tester should look the objective of the curriculum and the material of the test. The content validity is discussing more detail in the next subchapter. According to Norman E. Gronlund content validity is the process of determining the extent to which a set of tasks provides a relevant and representative sample of the domain of tasks under consideration. The writer can conclude that content validity is the degree of whether the test content is representative to the relevant subject matter, substance, or topics studied that have been designed to measure.

Second, Face validity. Face validity is a property of a test intended to measure something. It is the validity of a test at face value. In other words, a test can be said to have face validity if it —looks like‖ it is going to measure what it is supposed to measure. Face validity is more referring to the shape and appearance of instruments. According to
Djamaludin Ancok in Arikunto, it is very important in measuring the ability of individuals such as the measurement of honesty, intelligence, talent and skill. Moreover, Heaton defines —If a test item looks right to other testers, teachers, moderators, and testers, it can be described as having at least face validity.

Therefore, can be assumed that face validity means the test appearance, which is readable, acceptable, and appropriate with what is supposed to test. Third classifications of validity are construct validity. The difficulties of the students and the test must be qualified in construct validity. Arthur Hughes states that a test, part of test, or a testing technique is said to have construct validity if it can be demonstrated that it measures just the ability or trait, which it is supposed to measure. The word ‘construct’ above refers to any underlying ability or traits, which is hypothesized in a theory of language ability. One might hypothesize, for example, that the ability to read includes a number of sub-abilities, such as ability to find out the main idea of a text. Construct validity is construction of a test itself from theoretical framework about behavior derived from the empirical investigation that suggests positively correlate with the scores of the other test designed to measure the same behavior.

The last one classifications of validity are criterion validity. Criterion validity of a test involves the relationship or correlation between the test score and the scores on the some measure representing an identified criterion. For instance, the criterion measure may be another test. The correlation coefficient can be computed between the scores on the test
being validated and the scores on the criterion. A correlation coefficient so used is called a validity coefficient. There are two different types of criterion validity; concurrent validity and predictive validity. Concurrent validity applies if data on the two measures-tests (comparison of the test scores with some other measure for the same candidates taken at roughly the same time as the test) and criterion are collected at or about the same time. Predictive validity applies if there is an intervening period between the time of testing and the collection of data on the criterion.

Content Validity

We already know from previous explanation that one of classifies validity is content validity. Content validity is an important aspect in designing a test. The thing that must be concerned the most in preparing a test is content validity and then the sample of test items. It means that a test designer has to prepare content validity first before continuing to make test items. Content validity is also called curricular validity, because materials that will be tested are based on curriculum. As Grand explains that content validity concerned with how far an assessment is in line with the intended learning outcomes, standards, or objectives of an instructional unit. Therefore, If the test which is given to the students does not have a content validity, there will be consequences, there are: the students cannot demonstrate skills that they possess if they are not tested, and also that irrelevant items are presented that students will likely answer incorrectly only because the content was not taught. In addition, according to the book Testing English as a Second Language written by David P.
Harris, —If a test is design to measure mastery of a specific skill or the content of a particular course of study, we should expect the test to be based upon a careful analysis of the skill or outline of the course. According to *Evaluation of Instruction in Individually Guided Education*, there are two methods for demonstrating the content validity of a test. The first method is by listing all of the specific objectives that want to reach. After that they are matched with the items to see whether the items really conform to relevant objectives. The second method is by constructing a table to classify the items’ content and taxonomic level, that is, student outcome required on the item. In addition, for making sure that a test has conformity between the subject matter with the learning outcomes or the test has good content validity, there are three steps which should be done. First, the test designer should identify the subject matter and outcomes of the students which is intended to measure. Then he/she should make a table of test specifications. Last, he/she should construct a test that conforms to the table. The process above is known as validation process. This content validation process based on language teaching method, material, given, and the goals. Furthermore, in establishing content validity in a test, the test designer should determine what she/he wants to be measured clearly. If the test does not have content validity, it will cause some problem. The first problem is the students cannot demonstrate their skills which they have but which are not tasted. The second problem is the students will not answer correctly the items because there is no relevancy between the items with the materials that have been taught.
Curriculum, KTSP and Syllabus

Curriculum

Curriculum means the basic standard or the objective which is used for guiding a success of teaching-learning process. As stated by Roger and Christopher that curriculum is as a written document or a plan which contains strategies in achieving desired goals. Besides, curriculum also contains scopes, sequences, and methods for conducting teaching-learning process. Moreover, —a curriculum is the content, standards, or objectives from which schools hold students accountable. Others claim that a curriculum is the set of instructional strategies teachers plan to use. Curriculum has four aims based on Richards; they are —to provide a clear definition of the purposes of a program, to provide guidelines for teachers, learners, and materials writers, to help provide a focus for instruction, to describe important and realizable changes in teaching.

Based on UU RI no 20 tahun 2003 stated that —kurikulum adalah seperangkat rencana dan pengaturan mengenai tujuan, isi, dan bahan pelajarannya yang digunakan sebagai pedoman penyelenggaraan pembelajaran untuk mencapai tujuan pendidikan itu (curriculum is defined as all planed of learningincludes the objectives, content and materials used as a guide to achieve theobjective of the instruction of educational institution).
Therefore, it can be concluded that curriculum is a written document which describes objectives, goals, scope and sequences, and systems as a guideline for implementing the teaching-learning process.

**KTSP**

Team Pengembangan/ Advokasi Kurikulum DKI Jakarta gives the definition of KTSP as:

KTSP adalah kurikulum operasional yang disusun oleh dan dilaksanakan di masing-masing satuan pendidikan. KTSP terdiri dari tujuan pendidikan tingkat satuan pendidikan, structural dan muatan kurikulum tingkat satuan pendidikan, kalender pendidikan, dan silabus.

The curriculum has experienced many changes such as 2004 curriculum based on competence, and KTSP (curriculum of educational level), its changes are conformed in development of times. Nowadays, KTSP is being used every school.

**Syllabus**

Syllabus is one of the curriculum developmental product and learning that it comprises material outline learning. It has main component inside. They are the purpose of curriculum, the learning material teaching-learning strategies, and the evaluation.

Tim pengembangan/advokat Kurikulum DKI Jakarta gives the definition of syllabus as:

Silabus adalah rencananya pempelajaran pada suatu dan atau kelompok mata pelajaran atau tema tertentuyang mencakup standar komeptens, kompetensidasar, materi pokok/ pembelajaran, kegiatan pembelajaran, indicator, penilaian, alokasi waktu, dan sumber bahan/ alat belajar.
(Therefore, a syllabus is a plan or a reference that used by teachers in leading a teaching-learning process of a program and it includes eight elements, such as standard competence, minimum standard competence, materials, activities, indicator, scoring, time allocation, and media).

While Allison states that syllabus is an inventory of what is to be taught. The principle constitutes syllabus must be scientific; paying attention; and student’s requirement systematically and also a learning material must be good and involve the scientific expert.

The component that the writer will be used in analyzing the content validity is the indicators from the syllabus, because it is the real form of minimum standard competence that is used for measuring student‘s behavior, skills, and knowledge. In addition, it has to be covered in teaching-learning process. The indicators of English subject for the second semester of the first year students of SMAN 1 Cikarang Barat.

**Table 1.1**

 **Reading Components Required by the School-Based Curriculum**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Standar Kompetensi</th>
<th>Kompetensi Dasar</th>
<th>Indikator</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Membaca</td>
<td>1.1.1 Merespon makna</td>
<td>• Membaca nyaring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fungsional pendek dan essai sederhana berbentuk narrative, descriptive, dan news item dalam konteks kehidupan sehari-hari dan untuk mengakses ilmu pengetahuan</td>
<td>teks fungsional pendek (misalnya pengumuman, iklan, undangan dll) resmi dan tak resmi secara akurat, lancer dan berterima yang menggunakan ragam bahasa tulis dalam konteks kehidupan sehari-hari</td>
<td>bermakna wacana ragam tulis yang dibahas dengan ucapan dan intonasi yang benar • Mengidentifikasi topic dari teks yang dibaca • Mengidentifikasi informasi tertentu</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2. Menulis</strong> 1.2 Mengungkapkan makna dalam teks tulis fungsional pendek dan essai sederhana berbentuk narrative, descriptive, dan news</td>
<td>1.2.1 Mengungkapkan makna dalam teks tulis fungsional pendek (misalnya pengumuman, iklan, undangan)</td>
<td>• Menggunakan tata bahasa, kosa kata, tanda baca, ejaan, dan tata tulis dengan akurat • Menulis gagasan utama • Mengelaborasi</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Based on the competence standard and basic competence, they were analyzed. The content of the test items were made by MGMP team at SMAN 1 Cikarang Barat.

**METHODOLOGY**

In this research basically aims at collecting data, analyzing the test items, weather each test items of summative test for the first grade students of senior high school represent the indicators as suggested its syllabus as an indicator of the content validity. The test is measured adaptable with the syllabus and indicators especially from reading and writing skill.
So based on the data and types of information needed of this research, the items used qualitative research. In addition, this study is categorized as descriptive analysis. It is described the conformity and inconformity of the Senior High School’s summative test with the syllabus and indicators.

In analyzing the data, it is used descriptive analysis of the test items per number and the writer identified each test item related to the indicator of reading and writing. After analyzing the test items logically, the writer compared the data details from test items into the school syllabus then described the content validity of the English summative test qualitatively related to the reading and writing skill.

The writer used those comparative results as the source of quantitative approach by counting the conformity of the test items in percentage form through simple formula as follow:

\[
P = \frac{F}{N} \times 100\%\]

\(P\) = percentage

\(F\) = frequency

\(N\) = Number of sample

The writer categorized the finding percentage of conformity test into the level criteria then revealed the criteria. There are four level criteria: based on Arikunto’s opinion
Table 1.2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Achievement</th>
<th>Criteria</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>76% - 100 %</td>
<td>Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56% - 75 %</td>
<td>Sufficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40% - 55 %</td>
<td>Less Bad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt; 40 %</td>
<td>Bad</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

RESEARCH FINDING

Description of Data

In this research, the writer used English summative test at second semester or known as *Ulangan Semester Ganjil* at the first grade students of Senior High School, SMAN 1 Cikarang – Barat Bekasi. It was administrated on Friday in 2007. The time given for doing the test is 120 minutes. The test consists of 44 items. There are 40 multiple choices and 4 essay items. The test for reading is 40 items, 4 essay items for writing. To know if the English summative test has content validity or not, the writer compared the content of the test with the syllabus / indicator of KTSP. It has been checked each test item and given *checklist*( ✓) to record that are in line with the specification.

The following table describes the total frequency of the suitability of English summative test items with the indicators in the latest English syllabus. Based on the data of items analysis result, it can be seen as follow


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Questions</th>
<th>Test</th>
<th>Total Item</th>
<th>Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Do the texts contain types of text</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a. Narrative?</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1,2,3,4,5,22,23,24,25,26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. Descriptive?</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6,7,8,9,10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. Spoof/ Recount?</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>27,28,29,15,16,17,36,37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. Report?</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>33,34,35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e. News item?</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>30,31,32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f. Procedure?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Does the test contain that measure a short written functional text

| a. Announcement? | √ | | 38,39,40 |
| b. Advertisement? | √ | | |
| c. Invitation? | √ | | |
## Writing Skill

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Questions</th>
<th>Test</th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Total Item</th>
<th>Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2. Do the texts contain types of text</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g. Narrative?</td>
<td></td>
<td>√</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>44 (a &amp; b)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h. Descriptive?</td>
<td></td>
<td>√</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i. Spoof/ Recount?</td>
<td></td>
<td>√</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>j. Report?</td>
<td></td>
<td>√</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k. News item?</td>
<td></td>
<td>√</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>l. Procedure?</td>
<td></td>
<td>√</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>44 (a &amp; b)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Does the test contain that measure a short written functional text

d. Announcement? | | √ | | | |
e. Advertisement? | | √ | | | |
f. Invitation | | √ | | 1 | 43 |

Based on the specific Instructional Objective showed for reading skill as follow:

\[ P = \frac{F}{N} \times 100 \% \]

\( P = \text{percentage} \)
\[ F = \text{frequency} \]

\[ N = \text{Number of sample} \]

\[ P = \frac{40}{44} \times 100\% = 90.91\% \text{ (Reading Skill)} \]

\[ P = \frac{4}{44} \times 100\% = 9.09\% \text{ (Writing Skill)} \]

**CONCLUSION**

Based on the writer’s understanding generally, each skill must measure 25% of Listening skill, 25% of Speaking skill, 25% of Reading skill, and 25% of Writing skill. The item tests are consisted 100% for all skills. From the previous explanation, it can help to know whether the test items each skill is suitable or not.

From the percentage above, listening and Speaking did not have any percentage because it could not find out on the test for measuring listening skill. So the test items included to very poor test. It means that the test is not valid.

While reading skill got 90.91% for the suitability of the indicators in English syllabus. On reading skill, must be measured by around 25% of items. Based on the comparison between the indicators in English syllabus is reading skill included to be an excellent test based on Arikunto’s opinion. It means that the test is valid. On writing skill,
the percentage got around 9.09% in comparing the suitability of indicators in English syllabus could be categorized into poor test.

SUGGESTION

Based on the data analysis, there are some suggestions that might be useful in giving contribution to the teachers and the test makers. The suggestion as follow: The teacher has to understand the criteria of content validity in making the English summative test and the other test according to the syllabus components and of course they also have to develop the learning activities and the materials so that the students will learn what they have to be learn. Therefore, they will answer the test easily. The school has to make a preparation and give training for the teacher to make a preparation before constructing the test in order to construct a good and representative test. The students have to learn English more diligent in order to answer the test well.
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